[Depression and heart failure - a twofold hazard? : Diagnosis, prognostic relevance and treatment of an underestimated comorbidity].
Heart failure and depression are widespread diseases and of particular clinical and economic relevance. Compared with the general population depression is up to 5‑times more common in patients with heart failure, with adverse effects on morbidity, mortality, quality of life and treatment costs. Depressive symptoms overlap with those of heart failure which renders diagnosis difficult. Simple screening tools, e. g. the two-item patient health questionnaire, help to recognize depression in the clinical routine. To date, there is no evidence that antidepressant pharmacotherapy improves mood and clinical outcomes in patients with heart failure and comorbid depression and antidepressant pharmacotherapy remains to be decided on a case by case basis; however, physical training, cognitive behavioral therapy and multidisciplinary comprehensive disease management improved symptoms and/or prognosis in a limited number of randomized studies.